
Stage 1  Find the biggest threat
Scenario:  Similar to El Prez skill drill with a twist.  One target will have the Gun, another will be surrendering.  

Course of Fire:  Shooter starts facing up range gun holstered “Israeli Style” (IE full magazine, no round in 
chamber).  Previous shooter will select the gun and no shoot target.  At the signal shooter will turn, rack the slide 
and engage the gun holding target with two rounds first.  Shooter will engage the other targets with two rounds 
avoiding the no shoot target.   Shooter will reload and reengage the targets with two head shots starting with the 
gun holding target.  No magazine restrictions best four hits will be scored, makeup shots will be allowed.  At 
least one head shot required per target to avoid FTN (5 second) penalty.  

12 Shot minimum.

Start



P3

Scenario:  Skills Test, qualifier 

Course of Fire:   Start in P1 facing up-range, 
surrender position.  At the signal turn and engage T-
1 and T-2  with 2 rounds each  tactical sequence.  
One shot on first target before transitioning to 
second.   Advance to barrier P2 engage T3 with two 
rounds freestyle from each side of the barrier using 
cover.  Advance to P3, engage T4 with two rounds 
strong hand only from strong side of barrels using 
cover,  transition to support hand engage T4 with 
two rounds support hand only from support hand 
side of the barrier using cover.    Reload must be 
done behind cover.  Pickup shots on T1-2 from P1, 
T3 from P2 and T4 from P3.

12 rounds minimum

Classification results
Cumulative time plus penalties 
--------------------------------------------     
Master 1 - 12
A 12.01- 21
B 21.01 -30
C 30.01 - 39
D 39.01 - 48
Novice 48.01 - 90
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Stage 2 :  Possible New Qualifier (Beta Test)
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Stage 3  Mozambique in the house
Scenario:  Mozambique drill using the shoot house.   

Course of Fire:  Engage each target with two shots to the body and one to head from the Window.  Any order, 
makeup shots will be allowed, head shot is mandatory to avoid FTN penalty.

12 shot minimum  

Start



Stage 4  Mozambique Boarding House Rules
Scenario:  Mozambique drill with a difference.  Each target get firsts before any target gets seconds.  

Course of Fire:  Start in Box A.  At signal draw and move to Box B.  Engage targets with two rounds tactical 
sequence (single shot to one target before transitioning to second target).  Re-engage with head shots on each 
target.  Move to Box C and repeat.

12 rounds Minimum 
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